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The radioactive risks listed in France are  :  
- the use of sources in industry, education, research and medical 
environment 
- transport,  by railways and road, of radioactives sources  
- and , of course, nuclear installations  

September 11th brought to attention the possible consequences of a hostile act using 
radioactive sources.  

THE MOBILE RADIOALOGICAL INTERVENTION UNIT  
The radiological units, created in 1980, are teams of 7 firemen able to cope 

with and overcome an incident or an accident of a radioactive nature.  
According to the level of responsability, th ere are 4 levels of competency. Experience 
is essential to these small teams.  
 The « radioactivity engine  » has numérous materials, in particular 
radioactivity detectors, adapted for each specific task within the assignements of the 
C.M.I.R. :  

- marking out of the irradi ant and contaminated zones  
- search for sealed sources   
- search for contamination in the «  soiled zone »  
- contamination inspection of persons  

There are two radioactive engine in the County of the Yvelines  : the first one is a 
C.M.I.R., the second one is radioactive support engine with  :  

- a photon spectrometry la b 
- a dosimetry headquarter  
- a decontamination unit  

 
DECONTAMINATION UNITS  

Some fire brigades have been equiped with decon tamination units insuring 
the treatment of twenty contaminated people per hour.  

This year, we tested the contamination unit with ra dioactive contamination 
three times. The technetium 99m has a half life of six hours. Contaminated victims 
were dummies.  
We gained much logical knowledges from these experi ments and as a result have 
revised our operational doctrine and technics  : by example,  

- to gain time in decontamination operation, it’s necessary to undress 
contaminated people precociously, even the shower will be deferred  
- it’s impossible to evaluate good decontamination  

* in the third part of the unit of account of countrate (net herveless, 
doctrine says it’s the right place)  
* without  special stretcher, who don’t fixed contamination  
* without remove the soiled water tanks  

- décontamination will take a long time, then it’s necessary to install a 
mobile medical center in forbiden area, near the victims rallying point. 
Doctors, paramedics and specialist of radioactive emergency will work 
together, under protection clothes.  
A special pharmacy will be install near the medical center.  

… and others new knoledges.   
 There are, also, in France, internal contamination inspection vehicles. Six 
fire brigades are equipped with them.  

 
N.R.B.C. EMERGENCY  

France has its own organisation of receptions for injured peoples. It’s called «  red 
plan ».  This organisation is used after an accident o r catastrophe. It may be used, too, 
after a N.R.B.C. attack.  
 The action in « forbiden area » is ruled in the governement «  Piratome plan » 
who permit to treat contaminated and wounded people before the admission in 
mobile medical centers.  


